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TlGH
hhen one undertauss a thesis, he is so often dis
couraged th .t he wonuers if it is worth the effort,

out

a push and i.% pu3h there h e l ^ s t e sriter over t h e rou^h
spots.
j-'1-'

J .•c y -> •• -Cy Jr • ' spiles i(•

-ii3r; Oj. tjfi-s i ont^iiy

8tc.;ta uiiiverji^y itfipiish Department I cm exceedingly
grateful for hsr help i nd eneourajenent.

:,hen

things

seemed to be d&rk «nd tha wai^ht. too he<,vy to bear, bar
help and suggestions bro.ce through

:

e love hi.nrin^ clouua.

lO Ul"* » ~/Qj, iOUr eet S«- y , c;i,30 o*1 L'""e Ii.;l;_-.i3h S;r" •, / i"* t> —
menu, I c-;.ra tlso prate.ful for his he.ir

ad aa^esuons.

he

ht-s opened my e/33 to criticisa of

iter^tura end I 3k«il

never take any j,-iace for .jrc.rsted.

He be. s h-alped %e under

stand the aotive and purpose of the author, ma how suc
cessfully he he,<s done the job.
Last, but no

I;; .v..us

lea at,

I

oaa -J deut to ...y wife,

whose help in the typing of the .nany copies
sreetly appreciated,

eeen

hut more then her help in ty^in

has been hir- determination that this thssis would be fin
ished.

I am indeed ;,r:teful uh: t such a wife stood be5'.ind

me to pxve ae Eaie encouraseasent oniit I needed.
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I;;T ^auCTicw
Prevailing; Attitudes in the Teaching of Literature
Anyone who has read The Eimlisk «j-;;urnal and other
professional magazines is aware of ths concern of tet.c ers
over the reaction of their pupils to literature.

Ths study

of literature, which should be one of the moat f&scin^tin^
in the hia;h school, is often considered by the pupils to oe
oorina, difficult and useless.

Worried -about their vtuueato'

attitude, teachers so.aetiiaes loae confidence not only in
their weneaing procedures, but in the course itself.
However, there is no la.Cii of advice and su^eationa.
The National Council of Teachers of English, the undisputed
leaaer in the teaching field, publianea The English *Juurna,1
and Elementary English. two maga&inas which supply the
teacher with information and practical -.elp,

.oesiaes tae

COOKS

published by

magazines, t?ere are three full lenath

the Council*' and a half dozen or isoae text boons on r„ethoas
of teaching English, which are ueed ay colieas cle»„v3ti for
prosaactive teacaers.
1. The Hotionel Council of Teachers of Englisa, The
English haniauat,e Mrts, hew 'fork:
leton-Century-Crofts,
Inc., 195l'; The h^na;u.a;<e arts for Touays Children. Mew for*:
aleton-Gantury-Crof ts, Inc., 19i>4; The finai-iah
Arts in the deconaary School. Kew fork:
luton-CenturyCrofte, Inc., 19io„
-1-

Even though

souriun-3o and w-:liaiuy 01'

aa-a:.. s

iru.y oe open to criticise, fc.-e i nthe.-a of th^se taxt ouo&s
i re consulted a-a^orly by thou*&.*i';5 ol teachers ,nd ]a;.Y«i a&coae, practical.!y spa-akin,., leaaero o.(;ci. na..•^..oaitiesft in tae
field.

In answer to the question, "why te.-eh liter:,'tuae to

children?" the W'* Lt v>i-«O o --•" i."*€• Xil Culib iUvr*!1slightly different , hr*;. aina, rao^t oa*

-i- ^€•<.*•* v»ii o •

^o

es,;,h..oi;e that lit

erature should. OB s«leCi.«d to "meet the n'd- w d £5 Ui ^O \ . i# j -, ..aid
promote /.prov.^th.

In otaer words, Literature shouia ac it&

share in thy ;.r3iieru 1 education oj' ooys cat; pirls.
aeco -china to t;"3«3 ouihors, liter ture educata,.? xn
several ways.

Of all subjects in -school, th-»y uc.r-te, xiter-

ature is west _ roduetive of idsao.

J. if. Ho ok puts it this

way;
The iirimature re<;dar—wr-thar ha is oi;.f:t or
eighty—2,eto little oesides an&ertaimaeut .. ud
v8C^ d f A*..
X C t .*. • ' n• a! • C G i. :
li *.. i;','.t . . . .i X ,
m* ture rv tf fin-is in fiction i,ortia.I Ul.^sri
to ;• 9~" • 'id < ,,'. i.vi -J 1 rl : I fa t ..U. •.• \QQiX
rV i K' t i.O
evill Is li.: e i. ariose!:.;ao':' nro >^0,1-; a-, orely
; ccxs*©iauc.i >3.. cx* joconcss on a ;.: xaaiv-it thv t ir^ out
an atom in the univerge's Is there « c • tinc.»
controlling jrovvor;- If so, is Ho anu.^vni-'tie,
indifferent, or u^nevolsnts iiinee no author
is omniscient, the re<.»«sr iuiows tf,.;t h^ will
never find com- lets answers to his uotaphyolcal
queries. But he knowa uiso that from a clue
here end there he Can >..ioce to;,ether ;.., phil
osophy of li a which will serve hip, or th..at he
can £.caend his existing philosophy.
..i

2.

.

Ibid., a. i24.

3. d. ft. Hook, The T-s .chin.: of hiv,h dchool on
,'ew lorK: The Hon-lti la-ess Co;'i--;-riy, 193^, p. 142.

Besides opening the students* uixius to iae&a, lit
erature, so these -ui.horxfcioo suy, proviues vicarious
experience through which Uie readers <; equips a gre.uu deai
of miscellaneous inform tion.

Dejioer Iwulfer, aim ;4iier

say:
se can experience t:'--rou,..h boo*a what o cannot
do ourselves—experimenting in laboratories,
discovering new lanu.->, livin^ in different
countries, buiidin:., bridges. working on rurss,
ynd living in large cities.^
Through these vicarious experiences, the ^tujent is helped
"to understand society,"5 and "to see in t ragic ,Iao3
times that are p^st,"0

Through his reading of \ oetry c.nd

fiction, a pupil lepras to unierstim-U t'>e naed& ana ;*s; ira
tions of others 5;nd cen find in literature help in -.Giving
his personal problems.7
All writers agree thi-t literature ehouiu oe u "source
p
of pleasure."
It should open for the re^uer n;.,n aViiiiue of
4. «. <i. DeBoer, U-. B. <wulfer,;>, c-.nd H. killer,
Tet.-'chin>., Secondary English. Kew ior^: McUr^w-Hili Book
Com;, eny, Inc., 1951, p. 2u4.
5. L. B. Kirrieleas, Tefcchin:? Goa;.oaction ond
Literature. Ne*» Iotk: H^rcourt orz.ee end Company, 1953,
F. 333.
6. S. A. Cross, and iS. Carney, Te«ehin
lieh in
Hi, h Bchool. New York: The Macmill«n Company, 19^0, p.
7.

J. M. Hook, o. cit., p. 1 * 2 .

fj. National Council of lienors of tin^lish, The
English Lan^ua^.e Arts in the Becondfc-ry Bchool. o..f,. ciji.,
p. 129.

Q

enjoyment.""

It c&u end should be "& vital source oi re^ea

and comfort"lu and "an illuminator of the bakutil'al."^
During the last few years, itore «nd mo-e writera are
advocating the use of literature to help in the Ouiidin^ of
more discerning, enlightened citizens.

Literature should

give pupils "an insight into the reasons why different
culture groups think, talk, dress or behave as they do...
help pupils to understand the sautual interdependence of
i2
hum«n beinps in the family, community, notion and wtrxu.1,J"
days i^ucia Kirrielees in & widely used te.ct:
You ore state-trained teachers in & oe^ocrscy
to whom is entrusted the training of' future
citizens, and your business is so to train
them that thay can live intelligently in the
co-operative, democratic society we fyo^e to
see emerging out of the present aay.x3
I agree with tbe&e u-riters th^t literature .iuat con
tribute to the general education of" youth; it vseei&s vO ae,
however, that they do not errphaeiKe enough the vital import
ance of teaching students to read a :./iece of liter.-..ture
intelligently.

Unless the stuaent iearne to read ana lyri

cally so that he comprehends the autaor'a intention and the
full meaning of a given selection, he cannot .ain tae
9.

Kirrieiees, o^. cit.. p.3/9*

10. Ibid.. p. 379»
11. DeBoer, Kaulfer and Killer, o^. cit..

224.

12. JDeiioer, i^aalfer una Oilier, Oi>. cit.. >. 2%-j.

13. I-iirrielees, ca_. cit., ... 33o.

educational values which comes from studying the oast fic
tion; nor can he learn to separate ^cod licer&ture from the
chaff.
The "study helps" in anthologies for secondary
schools, although there tre notaoia exceptions, l«&d a
reader to consider only the surface meanings, und do not
guide him into the inductive method which ie&ds to compre
hension*
The i: uriJ-ose of This dtudy
Tka purpose of this study is to uevise, as a guide
for the teacher, ^ pi&n or hi .thod of an&ly«ing a abort .,>elec~
tion of prose fiction of the kind usually taught in high
school.

To choose the porticul.->r short stories for this

purpose, I surveyed the anthologies of i,moric«n literature
published by Harcourt Brace, ilinn, Scott Forasa&n, laidlow,
Kelt, Iroquois, and The American Book Company.

The follow

ing short stories were raost often included:
The Devil &nd Daniel Webster
...6
The Purloined setter
3
The Ransom of ied Chief
.3
sixteen
3
Dr. Heidegger's Sxperiiaent
3
The Uutc;:.sts oi i-ok->r fiat
.2
Fli aht
..2
The i--vo ;t i'cing^routs iicuite*•...••.....*....••2
slip Van •» inkle,
.........2
From this Hit, five were chosen us represaau.tives
of different kinds of stories:

ttDr.

iieideg^er1 s iSxpari&ent,"

an allegory Kith o. meaning not apparent to hi&h school
students unless they study it carefully; "The 4urloined setter

one of the fow detective stories found in fi::h school c-nthologios; "oixteen," the sliCK-aia^aiiine ty^e of story which
appeals to hisjh school 3tudants D-iC^use of its familiarity;
t!The

Outcasts of roker Flat," a western story eia^hasi^in^

looo. J. colox* ** ~vin

•'.n

*WC*.XxQLxc

v^itixA ^nc* "i* J. x

^^

a realistic, well i/rittan story of th* reaction of oiru^le
people to ooi;v;laxities of life thoy do nut understand.

CKiU-TER II
THE METHOD uP AN.- iX.ING a STtuiY aS UdEi) IN Tillo oTUdi
Before a teacher can "teach" a story, i. e. help the
students to read it intelligently, he must understand the
story thoroughly himself and recognize its strengths and
weaknesses.

Only after analysing it carefully, is he able

to ask questions which guide the reading of the students,
biftor studying the five stories presented in this thesis,
1/^concluded that there is no set formula for analysing
stories that can be universally applied, nor any outline
v.-hich can be followed in every selection.
According to Brooks and karren, a student has thres
hold interests in reading fiction and dwells on what he
knows and likes in real life.

It. is the duty of the teacher

to supplement these threshold interests of the stuaent oy
showing him that his liking for a story "depends, in one
sense at least, upon total structure, upon the io:.ic of the
whole, the relationships existing among elements of charac
ter and psychology, action, social situations, iueas and
attitudes, style, and so on,"^

The i-npulse to aw ell on the

known world and the imp ulse to enlarge experience through
fiction are admirable, but are pernicious only ahen they
UT» 2lie nth brooks and .io.:.-ert Penn .-.urren, Unaerstanding fiction. New fork: F. 3. Crofts and Company, pp viii-iA.

operate in isolation ;.nd stop -1 the level of the thre&hoid
interest.^--' the student can cast be brought to an appreeia
tion of the more broadly humeri values ^c=£*»tr±mr by study
ing the story, using a closo analytical and interpretive

reading of concrete sx&japiesi.^
In applying this isethod, the teacher first helps -he
student to understand that when an author writes a story he
is entirely free to croate whatever chfcractera-in-reititionship he wishes arid place them in whatever setting ha uasirs
Moreover, he is free to cove his characters through any
succession of svents or situations ha wishes: this is com
monly called the "plot."

The first job of the student is

to show his teacher that ha has understood well the charac
ters-in-relatlonship, the setting, and the succession of
situations.

Very often it 11*4.pens that a student will show

that he has imperfectly understood significant details
here—and he will, consequently misinterpret.
Next, the student must realize that the aut;:or is
free to create his world, as near to, or i-s far from, " r e a l 
ity" as he chooses.

iSoae authors take for granted that the

reader understands that a realistic background is offered.
Steinbeck in "Flight" gives a background of the sterile
farm and the forbidding granite hills, a becktround that
15.

Ibid.. p. ix,

lb.

Ibid.. p. x.

makes the people who farra it as sturdy as the very ground
they live upon.^ Daly in "oixteen" offers what at first
seeias to be a realistic life of a sixteen year old high
school student.f Other authors have departed from the
realistic^world because "what they aish to do can be done
better this way.

The author can use allegory, in which tue

characters, objects, and events are not to be taken- trs've^l,
but as standing for a system of iaeas, item uy itera.^/-'^"^

when Hawthorne "labels his stories <* 'parable,' 'fantasy,'
•morality,1 'apologue,' or 'legend,' «a he so often does,
he is admitting that the tales are not representations of
life.

At aje-sct they are presentations of wh(s Xf iai,3ht ue
y 1.&
life-like<l^y Often an author ill use symbols to convey
his idea of an escape from the realistic world.

A symbol

is an object, character, or incident which stanas for sofuething else, or suggests something else.^V^-in Heidegger,
Hawthorne uses a mirrorjas a symbol that reveals the truth
behind a delusion; the mirror^reflects the old people as
they are, not in the youthful state that they think they are
The author is free to use lon^ua^e. f-i nir^,.and
whatever technical devices are at the disposal of any writer
of fiction.
m

The author will adapt JLgnguage to the particui-a
Ibid., p. aOl.

18. Leland 3c! ubert, Hawthorne. The ..- tist. Chapel
Hill: University of worth Carolina i-ress, 1V44-, p. 4.

-lukind of character he is portraying.?' Foe' uses a poetic
detectivQ-jv^Hawthornex^ives a sense of*the allegorical past

and a sort of magic in Heidegger; Steinbeck in "Flight"
gives a transliteration of simple people into English; and
Daly gives n popular picture of the language of high aehool

students.

In the use of_JLiig|y^^ the author has many devices

to convey what he wants the reader to feel.
symbols as Hawthorne was fond of doing.

He can use/

Representatives

of the eniraai and vegetable kingdom—a dying butterfly and
a dried rose—ere rejuvenated by the water ana become old
again wLen the water is spilled.

The mirror oscomes a

s/mbol of truth and a tomb from which could be summoned

the shapes of the past.

The water symbolises eternal life

which is offered to all people, and as taey live their

lives, they either keep it pure or dirty it with their sins.
Steinbeck usas rock ss a symbol to show how these simple
people have become as durable as the very land they have
tried to farm, and like the rock, the assimilation of these
people into society has been an eroding process.

The Knife

is used as a weapon and symbol of a primitive inheritance
found in these people; the rattlesnake a symbol of their
striking out at whatever menaces them.

In "Sixteen" the

author uses a descriptive background that is found in the
popular magazines; the night is lovely and the aturs are out
-just for the girl.

The student •ettg-ht-"to be aware that the writer can tcace

-11different attitudes to the characters-in-relationship ha is
creating.

He can show simplicity of character, as does Juiy

in "Sixteen," and can be sucKed in by hia own character as

Maureen Daly is.

He can show complexities oi characters as

in i"epa who is yet s boy arid yet a

The author can ue

sympathetic, as is oteinoeck, who admires the people he has
created.

The author often shows antipathy for his charac

ters, as does Hawthorne in/his story that has oeen chosen.
Or an author can be objective

is loe, who has a detached,

impersonal feeling for the characters ha creates.
The student ought to learn that the author' creates
certain characters in certain relationship in a ^articular

setting.

t

Any writer chooses a particular language, makes

use of particular figures,, and adopts particular attitudes.
He chooses these and no other particularities because he
wishes mostly to emphasize something, or wishes to coiu&unicate something.

This is

or the author's "intention."

And a student (or class] must collaborate with the teacher
in deciding as well as they can what the author's intention
is before they can ao anything else.

A goou story-^.-s a

meaning—it says sonmethin&—it has si^nificance'yjf>y/'Harte
is trying to tell the reader that there is ^aod in the most
un promising c h a r a c t e r s ; B u t , as brook 3 and warren state,

20.

Ibid

21•

Ibid.. p. 2Ho.

-12literature is aore
mo»£Xljiatioa of ii
lire, and it is
more than & mo»g£Xlii&tioa
more than « didactic lessorThe form of the story stat
f
the theioe so precisely that for an exact stc.tes.ent jtfTlt
we must turn to the whole body of the story itsaljf^^-/ If
one wants to know the theme of "flight," he must read lae
story.
After the student has noted the details as illustrated
above, he is now finished with the "interpretative" aspect
of reading a snort story.

Once the teacher and the cla;ss

are agreed on what the writer has mostly tried to communi
cate in these terms, they ere free to go ahead to the other
matters.

The other matters are where does the strength of

the story lie, and where ere the weaknesses?

uften i class

discussion will brin^ out strengths and weaknesses that a
teacher has overlooked in his analysis of the story.
/The-chapters in this study are divided into-two ^rts:
(1}... the-interpretation and criticism, and ('dj the--si^nxi"icance such a story can have for hxgh school -students.J The
interpretation will analyse the plot; the criticism will
point out the strengths and vvefii*nesses; ana the last, part
will show what impact such a story can aa„ke on high school
students.

The teaching of literature should brin 0 DOCKS

and readers together in such a rfay that any ^iven selection
will have meaning for the inaividual, ana thot reading will

IT.
•

Ibid
AUXU
|
• p• 2a^-2c7.

23.

Ibid., a. 287.

-13arouse curiosity and desire for further reading.

To get the

student to consider the story for the theme, to get him
away from his threshold interests, is the teacher's duty.

CH/.i iiSi III
Vj

:1:\i~i«aj-.»
f ..r.w
•*

>- •.

k

.:

by
v^ f

1

it i -X •" - > ^

^ "^-o-

5)-" - *-" $i & * >,.*J ' i~• s

Pour ^ed frienda of i)r, Heidegger «r© 'invited to
his# stud/ to help hia in

ex, eriiaunt.

The four ^Xaiad

people ;.:re Mr, Ksdbourn**, voioneX fcJUiigrew, Mr, Gascuigne,
^nd Widow Wycherly,
hr.d aoen e

Mr, Kedbourne in W»* rri«i© of hia life

M properoua

©<?rchant, «nd n*-d X©*'& Lio

&/ .i

frantic 3r«culi:tion, and k.;« now little uet«er ch^n a u;^adiCv-at#'*

Colonel fcllii^rew h»d wu^twd his life in ©.icee-s^s

of food :«nd drink, "in the pursuit q£ sinful i-l** aurys,
w;- ich h;.'d given birth

..* brooa of p^-iru., sue;, t.3 th« ,„out,

f.nd diver;; other torments of soul and ood/,w

kr« U«#scoir#ns

w-.a n ; olitici&n of "evil faaa, or at, leisiit h«.d oasa/i isu,
till tijte

ou.ri«a hi« from the knowledge ai"

wr^^nt

Feneration, and made h i a obscure instead. o f i n . ,

w

fcidow Wycherly had u«©n «• beauty in h«r youth, "but for «
long v»hiXa

sh-.-; !u-d ii¥«d in d^j. ^elusion, on account

of certfe in scan-.^lout; stories, w-icii ;u,d ^re jadic^u vhe
gentry of ths town ,:Sii,IiiiiL her,"

Ail thrss man v.«r« once

lovers of the i-;idow, ana had u<>;»ri cn ths var^a of cutting
e:-,eh 9tb<jrfs thrcu-ts for her love.
•"li**

-15The study, where the •/X^erirasrit is to teke place, is
described in such a v ay that the reader may decide for him
self whether the miraculous change actually ta&es place or
'whether the doctor perpetrates a magician*s trick on his
friends,

Note the effect of the italicized wards.

In the

dim, dusty room lined with books end decoratea with cob
webs, stood a bust of Hippocrates, with which, "according
to soae authorities the doctor held conversations about
difficult cases."

k mirror between two bookcases was the

subject of many wonderful stories. "It was fabled that the
spirits of all the doctor*s deceased patients dwelt within
its verge, and would stare him in the face whenever he
looked thitherward."

A heavy folio, bound in alack leather

and fastened with a silver clasp was commonly "affirmed to
be a, book of magic.

When this oook was once lifted by a

chambermaid, so, it i;aa reported, inanimate objects within
the room reacted as though they were &xive.w

These words

make one wonder if Heidegger is a magician, an alcbeiaiat,
or a doctor of medicine.

Whether or not he ever suae any

great experiments is uncertain;

HAwthorne

himself adds to

the readers' doubt by his choice of words.
The doctor

VMS

"a very strange old gentleman, whose

eccentricity had become the nucleus for a thousand fan
tastic stories."

k bachelor living alone, he spent his

days attending patients and carrying on curious experiments.
More than fifty years before, the doctor had been engaged

to b /oU3(; li-dy, iiylvic V-ord» who fc«d aied on Ire orid&l

evening, oftar she h^d Bw&Ilowsd on# ui her lover's pre
scriptions; t ;,e reader I;- led to tali eve th ^t ii^iae^g^r
could huve tri^d m axyariaeat on 3/lvifc.

d^fore asking tha cooreruti&n of ,.i^ ;.'our friauda,
the doctor parfansad an *3X;-,erlsaat fgr t;-.;»>.

Takiiie, u cose

from ths book of e^gie, he tola his ^uaats tu«t whis &s the
rose he w.:'i to ui-ve worn on his bosom on thai ni,-jit of ni»
-iiddin#;.

It was t;iv«n to his; u/ his i'iune##, ayivi^ ,i^rd.

When ho placed the rose in c v:-.*i© of v«*ter, it uecuj*e fresh
the da/ it

picked,

dy inaiiiuittirp, t....4, &ho

tor

obtained from t,na fountain of youth in t.\* ;>uuth5ra i^-rt
of i xorxcic: i %xtixfij wH^ uoctyr

o cm -' fcs *.* t';u Wi.xXiii.vt; cwopur**

j-tioa of tim four old p-40i.de io W»tii I v-4 *i/d yO'ui#w*ki.Vi^;._.
ti I X £1C t S Oil t*

i uody•

Hsid-3p,p?r ; oured nia f'rx-irids bosh; of i n s w,,c,wr, Vf~rn-

iap thee, tu think before the/ ar*ms. it, ...a

w

Wi»'».«ji

«iOa

draw u}„ softio rul,js of guidance in p.*:s;sint;, the- second td&©

t'^rourh the periiy or" ycuth."

They shouldttecoiE^

of Kioreia ;.wi wisdom to t'-,e your*
erv.tion.

p«ut,t<sra8

oi tna rr3ii«i*t deri-

But the only raply ih^y sod© ''.is ^3 ».-

ana tremulous i «.s^h; so vary ridiculous *u»a

L .e

rtfo--oi»

idee,

knowing ;;ow ci" -'aiy r ; ;,dnt*iii£e tre&ds u^.iad tha nbeps of
error th.:.--„
1

«n^ ,

dee; I.

should av#r

:W,A;-

t ;o

uafcray a^aiii."

*.it,h pkdjied

.tifi-d the &1J>& S« S co their iij.s *»na dr^..-^

fh-'ir ^yas ^rew ele^r

t ?&d

cri^t; tdeir hair

became darker, end the four passed from old age to middle
age.

How did the four react.to see the startling choice,

The widow ran to the mirror

one stood there, curtseying

r.-.id simpering to her own image.

She placed her f&ce close

to the gloss to see if some long-remembered vrinkle had van
sihed.

In the past she had Bade much of her oeauty «nd of

the charm she had that attracted laen.

jfet awkward in her

lease on life, she could not turn away from the pie*auras
her beauty gave hex".
itical topics.

Mr. Gascoigne's mind remained on pol

In his early return to yo^th he vas for the

people and tha people's rights, but i.s he because younger he
reverted to hi® old political ideas.

Colonel milligrew sen

fi bottle song, a song heard in a tavern.

His life had oeen

filled with the -.lesisures of the flesh, and he vae too st^e
ed in sin to shake the bonuo of hie first xife.

In his new

chance, he could not keep his eyes off the shapely form of
the widow. The pleasures of the flesh were too ingrained
to throw off.

Mr. Kedbourne was involved in speculation, a

project so wild th-t it was si/rg ly ludicrous.

/ frantic

speculator in Ms former life, he v.-us not (Strong enough to
free hiaealf from the yoke of his former life.
fs the 'our guests drank more
younger.

ter they oec;ia:..e

They vere in the happy prime of yo,-th; they v»ere

& rasrry pr up of youngsters who poked fun et their olo fash
ioned uttire mid at the infirmities of ola ego.

obsessed

only by their oeinp youn,j again, the four aid not p^aoo to
reflect or think about changing their lives.

The only

thing tho.t mattered to them was that ohey v&ra young once
more.

The «idow wished to aance, and asked the doctor to
da ,ce with bar, .%ebuffed by him, the widow wis surrounded
by the three men who grappled to embrace her.

It ,vus a

lively picture of youthful rivalship; yat the mirror reflec
ted the image of throe old men contending for the skinny
ugline-sa oC a shriveled old i&iy.

.HS they struggled to and

fro* ttable was overturned, and tho precious tester vt^s
skilled on the floor, moistening the win^a of a butterfly
which lay dyinp on the floor.

It revived ond flew to a

perch on Dr. Heidegger's head.
The doctor sokog tine p-ooto to csaos •2tru,_;i^iiuj,, call
in# thera back to the present.

3ylvi&*s roso becase faded aa«

old; the butterfly dropped to the floor deaa.

The four

pain beeC-Oi0 0Id, as the powjr of the water faded,

but they

did not l-is.rn t" eir lesson, find they vov,ad to tor.o off for
Florida to search for the Fountain of Xouth.
This atory is o sort of parable, the cheae is that
men, if restored to youth, would commit the serae sins and
follies as those he

now regrets,

shovs skillful handling.

in many uuya thy flot

The study, aoout w: ich fsata tic

and super atural stories were tola, io described in suffic
ient detoil to cio.he on appropriate setting for the unusual

ex;orintent,

hven the root skej. tice.l reader would agree that

the eccentric old doctor, who had st. ent aio.> e thsn sixty
years at curious experiments which were regarded %dth super
stitious

by the townspeo^ le, could easily hoax hit? sub

jects into imagining themselves in their second youth.
Symbols are uaed to . ood ef-'ect in reinforcing the
theme,

hepresentrtives of t..e anicihl and vegetable kingdoms,

a cried roso and a dyinp butterfly, are reMuven-aoed oy the
water and become old a^sin when the water i» spilled.

The

author wU,;;gsats th?t it ia against God's law to .live life
over again; all are destined to die.
f»s

he does in i*>any of hit- other series, (e.

The

Jcfjrlet Letter and "Peethertop" j Hawthorne uses a iairror,
first to add to the eerie atmosphere of the soudy, and a0ain
as a symbol of truth when it shov.s that the subjects ire
still in their old age.

It is also a toii.u frua which could

be sum; oned tue shapes of the past when the i^&ges of the
dece-.-sed patients oh Heidegger peered out .,t him whenever
he looked that i.ay.
The theice of this subject is not now in literature
and philosophy.
treatment?

Does the author s~ive it tn i&preysive

hs subjects he ms^s four people who represent

four well known types of <sinn n'-:>—the dishonest ^reliant,
the frivolous rastral, the corrupt politician, and the
scandalous flirt,

uecauiie one can hardly take these oversiup

lified characters seriously as individual hucuin bein6s, one

-20is not much moved by sympathy, amusement, ais^ust, or con
tempt toward thee or their actions.

The these then c&rn be

intellectually perceived but not emotionally ,elt.
Hawthorne intends that the theme be univer
plied.

liy ap

The wise Dr. Heideg/er s«ys after the "water vf

youth" is lost, "well—I bemoan it not; for if the fountain
gushed at ray Vv»ry doorstep, 1 would not stoop to --..the my
very lips in it—no, though its delirium were for years in
stead of moments,

ouch is the lesson ye have taught me!"

If one reflects on the parade, one cannot help out
raise certain questions,

why doej uhe c .-.thor believe that

mon would not change any portion of his life if he could
live it again?

Does man lack will power?

ability to learn, from experience?

Does he lack

Is his life fore-ordained?

One can only deduce the answers from what t£-e author does
not say.

Man's will power is not involved in this story be

cause the subjects make no resolves to reform and yut up
no struggle to do so.

Their rejuvenation period was so

s ort that there vias no time for sober second thoughts which
might come after an initial celebration period.

One can

only conclude that the theme is demonstrating a sort of pre
destination in which man's actions are fore-ordained by
divine will, by environment, by heredity, or oy comDinations
of influences.
Hawthorne1 s irony is two-fold in this

tory.

why should these four be chosen for such a tost?

First,

They are

extreme -types, and their sins are too deeply ingrained to
remove so t>u.t they are unable to change their lives.
Hawthorne could have chosen four philanthropic humans, but
his belief is that any four who tvers chosen would live the
sese life anew.

This is ah ova by neida^er'& refusal to

partake in the experiment and his learning the truth from
the actions of the four friends.
The second Ironic touch of the author is poking i'un
at the Gothic devices in vogue at uhe tine.

The Gothic

novel, according to Thrall and hiboard, is a form in >f fell
magic, mystery, and chivalry are the chief characteristics.^
Boubleday s t a t e s ,
"Of «;• 11 the tales, 'Dr. heidej^er's sixperiiuent, *
in its apparent simplicity reveals iuost cieariy
Hawthorne * n attitude tov.ard his Gothic materials.
These materials are entirely conventional; the
attitude toward t;;era is peculiarly frush. In o
si.ii /I.?J par:j.>: i'a_»,II, JUST ai tor t-rs uootor hcis vvei**
coaad his friends to his study, Hav. thorne ero> as
in and heaps together a welter of uouhie ^roparties and devices—this one room indeed, has
enough ^othic paraphernalia for ail the romances
Jane Austen's Catherine norland ever read, There
is in thii) catalogue of the Gothic romancers
stock in trade, a delicate attire on the vary
convention Hawthorne is using, let 'ar. Heiuegger's
Experiment* is not primarily satire; it has an
intent as a parable. The touch of satire is a sign
to the reader to accent tha tale as .'--liegory—a
way of restraining one tcinu of interest xn toe

24. William f. Thrall and -ddison niobard, « -amduook
to. Literature. Hew torit: The wdyssey / re.ss, 193a, a. 19u.
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action so that another kind »&y emerge.* 5
On© may question why Hawthorne gives very few details
of the backgrounds of the four people who drink the w .ters.
The author is interested only in the experiment.

A»el&fid

Schubert makes this point:
In the beginning paragraphs the stage is set,
the properties are arranged, and the iaood is
established...the story deals only with the
experiment, not what went before or -what fol
lowed in the lives of the characters. It sets
the spirit of the story by stressing the fan
tastic and curious aspect of Dr. Heidegv;er «.s
well as of the room in which the experiment is
to take place. ^
Hawthorne is not interested in why these are types they
are, but only in the experiment that is to follow a-id in
the moral he has to tell,

W. C. drownell coiax lains "that

none of Hawthorne's persons has enough features for an
.individual or enough representative traits for a type.
Instead they symbolise ideas or conditions of men,

They

are allegorical emodiments rather than figures combined
and drawn fro© ooservation."^ t\ is lack of fleshy quali
ties of the characters is not a we&Kneas in &Le story, but
25. Neal P. woubleday, "Hawthorne's Use of ihree
GotM.~ Patterns," College English. Vol. ?, (Feb., i$'4oj,
p. 260.

26, Inland Schubert, Hawthorne, the Artist . Fine
Art Devices In Fiction. ^ha-.ei win: University oflTorth
TJfrroiirie iresli, 19-^+, 'pi,-. 32-33-*
27i W, u. Brownell, in Neal F. Doubled&y's, wKav thorne's
Satirical allegory," College -wallah. Vol. 3, No. 4, (u&n.,
1942), p. 326.

-23rather a strength as the author is using them for symbolic
reasons.
let the basic strength of the story Is also its weak
ness.

Hawthorne carefully selects four people who are so

at the mercy of their vices, that the reader might legit
imately question whether the experiment would have been
had he chosen other people.

The selection of four good

people would h&v® the same result, but this choice would
have made Hawthorne*s task much more difficult.
PART II
It least one story of Hawthorne should be in every
anthology of American literature for the junior or senior
classes.

His us® of symbols in working out his allegories

compel the literal minded students who read for plot only
to read more carefully and to think more closely about
the author*a meaning,

f. e student accustomed to reading

realistic or romantic fiction finds in a Hawthorne story
characters used primarily as puppets,

ose actions illus

trate a truth or moral.
Also a study of Hawthorne can be an introduction to
symbols.

For example, he adorned his imagined rooms and

landscapes with mirrors of every size and nature, with
pots, fountains, lakes, pools, anything that could reflect
the human form.

Mirrors and other functions in his stor

ies; sometimes they t»ere tombs from which could o©

summoned the shapes of the past (as in "uld aether
Dudley"); sometimes they prophesied the future las in
The House of 3oven Gables); often they revealed the truth
behind a delusion (as in "Dr. Heidegger's •hxperlsent®'i;
and often they were a kind of window or doorway into the
spiritual world.

The symbols used by Hawthorne are i»ore

obvious than the syaools of our modern day writers who tend
more to impression!snu

In "Dr. Heidegger's axperieent11 the

symbolism is more easily understood than that found in
Katharine ^nn lorter's "The flovering «iuclas,tt for exain^Ie.
As an introduction to Hawthorne, there are better
examples than "Dr. Heidegger's experiment.w

Much more suc

cessful is "Young Goodman Brown* with its theme of the
pollution of sin in the hearts of those who parade as just
and pure before society.

The irony in "The Ambitious

G.est" is as good as any to be found in American literature
its nameless hero telling in 6 mountain inn his dream of
earthly immortality, while his doom already trembles above
him in the impending avalanche,

another replacement of

"Dr. Heidegger's experiment" co^id be "The i»irthmar&,tt ;.ith
its idea o; the struggle between i&an's ceaseless aspiration
toward per ection, and the inherent, cureless imperfection
of his nature.
Any one of the stories suggested auove would also be
more interesting to students than "Dr. Heidegger's
iSxperiment."

To high school people, a person in his let®
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twenties is old, and to them the characters- of the story
are too old and too vague to D© worth considering.

The

desire to return to youth is not important to those who
have youth in their grasp.

Of all Hawthorne's stories,

"Festhertop," th® story of the straw-stuffed scarecrow

with the pumpkin head who passed as & saan when ha went to
town, is th© most fascinating; but the these of disillus
ionment is not completely comprehended by a high school
student.
However, if "Or. Heidegger's iwcperiment* is the only
Hawthorne story in the on® anthology available, it can be
taught fairly successfully if the teacher himself com
pletely understands the story and directs the attention of

his students to the theme and the allegory.

Oh • • , Tiki IV
THE iU^uIhhD ahTTEIi
by
XI»Dbiiii •• ''•*.•i'Uij)
In this story the author
start and then unravels It,

L reseats

the crux at the

There aust be in the treaanted

situation the clues that are used to solve the mystery so
that the reader can look back from the solved riddle, «nd
see that he as well as the author had the oasis for the
hypothesis.

It Is act in the ayetery itself thut the

author seeks to interest the reader, out rat or in trie auccessive stej-s whereby his &naytic«il ooserver is on«oled to
solve a problem that might well oe dismissed as oeyond
huaan comprehension.

The emotion aroused is not aere sur

prise; it is recognition of the unsuspected capsoilities
of the human brain; it is admiration for the analytic
acumen capable of working out an acceptable answer to the
pu&zle propounded.
The protlea is told through the words of the trefect
of the iaris police,

a lady of the court receives a j.er-

sonal letter from an unknown writer (at le^at, :-e is un
known to t e reader!•

oeca u ae oX one j ov<er oi ox u.Ciutia xi.

it would aive to whoever possesses it, the letter must not
-2o-

-27fall into wrong hands,

«s she reads the letter, she is

interrupted by the entrance of a person who aust not see
the letter.

Unable to hide the letter, she ie&ves it

upon the table.

At this juncture, Minister i)

enters;

"his lynx eye immediately perceives the letter, recognises
the handwriting of the address, observes the confusion of
the person addressed, and fathoms her secret."

He pro

duces a letter somewhat like her letter in question, t.retends to read it, and places it close to her letter on the
table,

when he leaves, he takes her- letter wiv,h him,

leaving his lying there.

She dares not call out, because

of the presence of the first visitor from who® she :;sust
conceal the contents of t.ne letter.
Mow that the letter is .^one, she wust aave it back
at any cost,

ahe calls upon trie rrefect of the i-aris pol

ice for aid, and swears him to secrecy.

The ..olice search

the living quarters of the adnister, but no letter is
found.

The minister is '..-aylaid several times, and no let

ter is carried upon his person.

aaffled, the j-refect turns

to his friend, Dupin for help.
What are the characters like as posed oy the author?
Minister 1

_ has an intellect similar to the card or

chess player -cho is aule to anticipate the other's oove.
He "dares all things, those unbecoming as well as tho^e
becoming a nan.'*

"He is not a fool, and aiuat have antici

pated the waylayings as e. matter of course."

Dupin knc..s

him ©s a courtier and a "bold intriguant.*

He is &ware of

the ordinary police methods and knov:s of the secret invest
ig&tions of his premises.
are only ruses.

His frequent absences from home

He • oresees the vaylayings of the police,

(he uses the letter for political purposes and deposits

the letter ioifusdiotely beneath the nose of &he whole world
thereby preventing any portion of that world from perceiv
ing it).

To be able to use the letter, he must always

have it at hand, and to outwit the I-refect he leaves it
in full view.
Baffled by the minister's tactics, the Prelect call
upon the most important person in the story, C. a upv-rte
Dupin, who appear., in two of hoe's earlier stories, "The
Murders in the -oie Morgue," and "The ihurder of luarie lo^et
roe takes it for granted that the reader has read these
stories as ha gives no background or details of Dupin.
look at "The I-otrders of the itue .morgue," shows that Dupin
is young, of a wealthy family that has lost everything and
now lives in poverty and that his only luxury is oooms.
Dupin also hes the chess player's intellect and is
able to anticipate the opponent's next move.
smoking and meditating in the dark.

He is fond of

He is uuie to place

himself in the other person's shoes and take the appro
priate steps to outwit his opponent.

His intellect is a

detective-like form of intellect, much as a poker player
acquires by studying the various actions of his o*>onent a

-2Vhe plays his cards.

The better detective Wiis oecause he

is .-ble to piece himself in the criminal's aiad.
Another person t: e reader meets is the narrator.

He

is a foil of Dupin and is abased at the workings of Dupin's
mind.

He carries the story forward by askin0 the questions

and letting Dupin &ive the answers.

He is a Watson to a

Holmes, yet ioe wrote this story forty-six years uefore
Doyle created his two characters.
is the conwon reader.

He lives v/ith Dupin and

He is the in-between figure capable

of going beyond the irefect and incapable of going beyond
Dupin.

3ince iiupin raust tainiv and explain, the narrator

is created to keep the plot moving and connected.
foe shows both mild contempt ana adud ration for the
police methods.

Dupin is roe's idea of the better detec

tive, yet he gives the reader e very detailed description of
the thoroughness of the i-aris police.

It is the preview of

the modern scientific methods that are to COMB, such as the
plaster casts, fingerprints, ballistic teats, blooa srcears,
and the like.

The 1 refect is able to ueal witi the ordi

nary criminal mind; he is unable to ulace himself in the
criminal's boots,

hoe tells the reader that the rrefwct's

methods are sufficient in ordinary criminal cases; but the
minister is not an ordinary criminal, and the rrefect is not
able to cope with t-..is fact.
Now that the characters are created and placed in the
reader's mind, the reader sees that Dupin's problem is

threefold: one, Dupin must discover a msthou which the
irefset is incapable of imagining; two, he must devise a
method to recover the letter; and three, not only .uust 'che
letter be recovered, but the sinister, until he needs it,
must not know it is recovered.
Thus Dupin reasons that the ministar hid left the
letter in

rlain

view, knowing, the house has been diligently

searched by the police, Dupin concludes that the minister
would leave it so ts he must have it re&dily available.
Such an idea doss not oceur to the I refect, who reasons that
because he is unaale to find it after his many searches, it
could not be on the premises.
To
ister.

carry

out his second

ill 3 U•G
|
(i
i) i.

m visits the min

earing green blesses find ueciarin0 he has weaic eyes,

Dupin is able to scrutinize the room, vh.ile seemingly intent
only upon the conversation of his host,

iit length, his

eyes fall upon a trumpery filigree cardrack of j>£.stebo«rd
that hangs from a brass Knob just beneath the middle of the
mantelpiece.

In this rack are five or six cards and ^ sol

itary letter, the latter much soiled ana crumbled.

Dupin

coses to the conclusion that this is the letter,
iiut how to recover it?

Dupin leaves hie snuifboh as

an excuse to sake a return visit,
returns,

The next morning Dupin

while visiting, Dupin and the minister are inter

rupted by the sonnet of a shot and fearful scre«ms coming
from the street below.

Minister D

runs to the window

—} J."

to see the comraotion, and while he is there, Dupin secures
the letter and places a substitute in its place.

The man

who started the commotion is in the employ of D,..pin.

Dupin

leaves, and the minister is none the wiser that the letter
has been recovered.

The letter is now returned to the

Prefect, who pays Dupin fifty thousand francs for the re
covery.

Dupin is able to solve the crime because lie is the

better detective; and since the minister does not know
thist Dupin is his opponent, the latter is ^ble to ^ain en
trance to the house and to secure the letter.
loe is describing the solution of a crime by pure
reasoning.

If one is to solve a detective problem, accord

ing to i oe, he must be able to identify his intellect with
that of his opponent, and to measure his opponent* s intel
lect accurately,

ii successful detective is aOJ.8 to ident

ify himself with the mental scheming of his op*onent, M.nd
Dupin successfully does just this,

because xoe's intex*est

is only in the problem posed, the characters ure not deeply
det icted.
hart of the strength of the story lies in its action.
Although the setting never moves from Dupin's chambers, the
story has the action of the theft, the action of trie minis
ter's use of the letter, the action of the Prefect's search,
and the action of Dupin's recovery of the letter.

All this

action is implied, and this gives the story its greatest
strength,.

More strength of the story lies in Foe1 a ability to
keej. the hiding pl&ce from the reader until near the end of
the story, in his picture of the thoroughness of the i aria
police, and in dej.icting how a chess player's intellect
works in solving a problem oy anticipating the workings of
bis adversary's mind..
But the weaknesses of trie story are also present.
Foe does not describe the intellect ascrioed to Dm.in and
the minister; the reader must do this.

r-As

a poet and

mathematician," according to uupin, the Minister "would rea
son veil."

i oe does not define these bar/as.

poet who dabbles in doggerel*

Dupin is a

The canister is also of this

type as Dupin scornfully calls hiia b, poet,

ice's use of

long discoursive paragraphs and conversations tend to a^ake
the render lose sight of the importance of the letter,

who

wrote the letter is not known, nor is the relation between
the court lady ?.nd the highly exalted personage who a»ust not
see the letter divulged to the reaaer.

How the sinister

uses the ^oxver the letter gives him is also withheld from
the reader.
k'hii'S II

"The Purloined Letter" by .^dgar i-llzn toe is a poor
detective story for high school students.

It lacks sus

pense, and the student is not too much interested in the
chess-li;:e solution,

the characters lack flesh and blood;

the wain character, buoin, h&s no curiosity about the con
tents of the letter,

<?nd the reader, who is curious about

the concents, never dou# learn what the letter contains.
The lonp paragraphs makg the hi^h dchool student skip over
them, and he i* bored by roe's lengthy discourse on lo^ic
and alpeora.

The atudent ao ,3 not i-. now what i:oe means by

£ poet end mathematician, nor doss he ,.,et any clue from the
story.
"The furloined Latter" starts out in an unusual way;
the thief is known.

The importance of the letter is stress

ed, but the reason why the woman wishes to conceal the let
ter, and the relation between the woman and tho aan who
i-'Ust not see the letter are never divulged.

ihe reader can

marvel at the ruaticuious anarch of the a,inistar's houas by
the police, and the student can be shown how the various
police matrods have evolved since hoe's tiae.

However, to

have him believe th?;t after such 0 deep probinp search th«t
the letter is in plain sight, although disguised, is a lit
tle too sT;uch for the student's credibility.

k very thorough

search would reveal the letter because the police prefect
end his r<en would h<-ve looked at all papers in the room
tvhether they were disguised or not.
The student is better acquainted, with hoe1 s horror
stories,

"Tho black Cat," with the cat revealing the hiding

place of the wife's body, is better received by the student.
"The Tell Tale Heart" snakes readers shudder as they dismember
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the oody -with the narrator.
does not -.mite come off.

The detective story, however,

It would be better to replace

thxs story with the ;.odern detective story, with its sus
pense yuilding up in every sequence,
relating why &

A

detective story

would commit a crirue, a story that

probes into a criminal*s raind, or a story that has sociolog
ical meaning would be better ft*re for the student than this
story with its trivial problem of & hidden letter,

i'wo

detective stories that could be suoatituted are "Kiss iiinch"
by Henry iinydor Harrison, which gives the prolonged chaae

of detective and criminal, the reader being uncertain which
is which, and "The Open window" by Charles *obie, which
presents =an intri^uinp problem of - hunchback who worits on
the mind of his victim until the victiir» becoues crazy Decause of his fear of poisoning.

CHAPTER ¥

FLIGHT
by
JOHN SfgJHBSCH
Hear Monterey on the wild coast, the Torres family
had its small, unproductive farm, located on a sterile
slope thet dropped to the sea.

The farm buildings hud

dled like aphids on the mountain skirts.

The shack and

the rotten barn were "gray-bitten" with "sea salt, beaten
by the wind until they had become granite colored like
the hills,

A

little corn grew on the sterile land, but it

was stunted and grew thick only under the wind and on the
landward side of the stalk.11

Two horses, a cow and a calf,

six pigs, and a flock of lean chickens comprised the stock.
Mama Torres was "a lean dry woman with ancient
eyes'*—eyes which had the stoicism of many generations of

Indian blood behind them.

Courageous and forceful, she had

ruled her faaiily for ten years ever since her husband had
died from a rattlesnake bite on bis chest.

(She was honest,

courageous, resigned to her lot, yet not complainingj.

ohe

professed the faith of .toman Catholicism, but she seems to

take only the part that suited her primitive heritage,
was superstitious and fearful of the black wen, yet she
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.she

gave Pepe aoney to burn candles in memory of her departed
husband.

She had three children, re*,4, nineteen; &uiiio,

twelve; and itosy, fourteen,
Pepi, the wain character, was tall, gentle, and
affectionate.

He had "a tail liet-d, pointed at the top, and

from its paak coarse black hair ^rew down like a thatch oil
around."

He had sharp cheekbones ana eagle nose, which

were tokens of his Indian blood.

His mouth was "sweet and

shapely as a girl's mouth, and his chin w~.s fragile and
chisled."

These features were probably inherited from his

father's Spanish blood.

He "was loose and gangly, and very

lazy, but Mama thought he was fine and very brave, yet she
never let him know this."

Pep6 was feeling for his manhood,

wondering whether it would ever cose.

He hed a love of

colors and beautiful pictures and statues in church, but
he forgot what the services symbolized.

His greatest treas

ure was a knife left to him by his father, another sign of
the savage tradition found in these people.

Thara was a

gun in the house, a weapon of modern iaan, but his inherit
ance was a Knife, a weapon & primitive man could put his
trust in. 'whenever he pressed the button on the handle,
the blade would shoot out, ready for action.

For hours

Fepl would practice with the knife, throwing it at a red
wood post, testing his accuracy at hitting a target.
Mama Torres wanted i'api to

to Monterey alone to

get medicine and salt for the family.

•„ earing the colorful

hatband and the green silk handkerchief, iepd left for the
city, fifteen miles SWa/*

^!j-6 II tl0 arrived at Monterey, he

want to the home of the -iodriguez family,

There in the

kitchen, a quarrel began, and tepi's knife was out oefore
he realised it.

A man was killed,, and i-ep$ had to flea.

Returning home he told Mama Torres of what had happened,
and preparations were made for his flight into the hills.
i"ep§ fled into the rocky granite hills.

Fleeing

from his pursuers, he was wounded by e sliver of granite
which had pierced his b.and.

His horS0 VyS*3 shot from be

neath him, and Fepli was forced to flee on foot.

Higher and

higher into the unfriendly rocky hills he went, until he
could go no farther.

Tired and spent, lie realised na could

no longer escape, and

rresenting

his body to be shot by his

pursuers, he was fatally wounded in his chest.

He rolled

over and over again tiown the hill until his head w.,.s covered
by -an avalanche of rocks.

This is the simple plot of the

story, yet the plot is only incidental to this story.
The theiae of this story deals with the reaction of
these Spanish-Indian people when they cooe into contact
with the laws and mores of white society.

The author is not

concerned with injustice, with exploitation, or with social
criticism.

He gives a sympathetic treatment of simple

people, who face adversity with which they cannot cope with
courage and strength.

He pictures tneiu as having a basic

strength and courage that the so-called civilised people no

•OSlonger possess.

let these people are not inadequate.

Hav

ing a distrust of the l«w, of schools, the/ put their faith
in their ability to exist by tkeaseives, capable of over
coming many adversities.
The theme is well worked out.

Here is a family on

the fringe of civilisation, living simple, primitive lives..
The children go to school where they come in contact with
modern life, out they are kept out when the truant officer
is in another pert of the country.

Cue kind of medicine—

the reader is not tola what it is—serves for all ooaily
ills, and they are not in habit of consulting e doctor.
Vs' en hapa Torres fell on a rattlesnake and died, the family
believed that "when one is bitten in the chest there is not
much that can be done."

Nominally Christians, their lives

fire influenced less by Christianity than oy superstition
and the ancient beliefs of their ancestors.

Although they

go to church to pray and to burn candles for ohe deceased
father, they do not turn to prayer or to the church for
comfort in their great trial.

They are suparstitiously

fearful and respectful of the "dark watching men,11 who they
believe inhabit the forest and will do harm to anyone
curious «.bout t'< era.
A fatalistic viewpoint inherited from thexr ances
tors is part of their primitive philosophy.

"These things

are," says Kama Torres referring to toothache ana stoiaach
disorder about which she knows neither prevention or cure.

-39Vshen Pep6 tells her of his crime, she sands him on his way
believing that nothing can be done to save aim.
i-'epe, although he is la ay and childish, is old
enough to be a man.

He happily accepts his responsibility

when he is sent to town to gat the medicien and salt and is
allowed to wear his father's hatband and handkerchief,
symbols to him of manhood*

Mama says wisely, WA boy gets

to bo a man when a man is needed.n

During the quarrel

xvhen raP* is insulted, he responds without thinking, the
way hi a savage ancestors would have done, c,au tae knife
leaded and killed his antagonist.
Like hia savage ancestors, also, his only thought was
flight.

hot a part of the dominating society, ' e did not

submit himself to its judgment nor seek its protection.

Un

doubtedly h© could have claimed self-defense oecuuse the
other den had started toward hiia.

As ignorant and ..'earful

of the law as ; eaS was, his mother sent hi® off to what she
was sure was certain death.

Her innate sense of honor told

her it would be worse to „ait and

T,oe

caught like a chick

en,"
rep% fled into the iuoantains from which ther-j was no
escape, battling brush, rock, heat, ti irst, and exhaustion.
Finally suffering ,.rom blood poisoning, pursued ay unknown
men, and seeing nothing ahead of hiia but solid rock, * ape
takes the honorable way out.

Kaking the sign of the cross—

the Christian symbol—on his br~ast, he takes the
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un-Ohristi&n, but according to his own code, the honor&ble
way out and presents himself to his ^ursuaro to be killed.
The writer

US-JS

symbols so skillfully

almost unnoticed by the reader.

THC.t

they are

tei&*s pursuers, sym

bolize the relentless force of & civilised society which
crushes out the people who will not keep up with its ad
vances.

To the Torres family, conflict with the l«w of a

society of which they are not a part is as futcil as a
rattlesnake bite,

fepi's pursuers are to him as dangerous,

j.-ouerful, and evil as the black imn of the forest,

Another .symbol is color",

av\-;rythin.a on the outside

of the farm was colorless, blended inao ah,3 ^ranite-like
hills.

Color to the family was a passion.

They hud a

red cow and a red cc.lf; there ware multicolored hens in the
farmyard.

These were colored things the family could af

ford, find also were the necessary thing's on the fara.

i-@yk

wished to wear the hatband and a silk green handkerchief
vhen he made his way to Monterey.

The beaixty of the colors

in the church fascinated <-epe, making his uiina wander from
the real function of the services.

The brightness of the

burning candles also held hit;; spellbound;

iii t. X t,>rres warned

hisn that it "was not good devotion to stare at the pretty
things,"

The church offered the family the only opportunity

to see beautifully colored pictures and ate.tuns; it

H\.S

one

of their few contacts with culture.
Strength is also felt in the author1a symbolic use

of rocks, which become virtual characters of the story.
The granite hills dominate the farm, and the sea crashes
below on the rocky reefs.

"Small round atones on the

bottom were as brown as rust with sun moss."

Papa Torres

stumbled on a stone in the rocky, sterile field, falling
on a rattlesnake with fatal results.
into the granite hills.

rep&'f flight was

"Gradually the sharp snagglad edge

of the ridge stood out above the rotten granite tortured

and eaten by the winds of time."

i ep6 was wounded in the

hand by a granite sliver broken off by the bullet hitting
the rock that repi huddled behind for protection.

To ease

his psin when his arm was aching and swollen b/ the poison
coursing in his veins, lep& "picked up a sharp blade of
stone and scraped at the wound, sawed at the proud flash

and then squeezed the green juice out in big drops."

.4ien

he could go no farther, he stood up on a large granite rock,
presenting an inviting target.

Fatfclly wounded, reyk

rolled down the rocky slope, starting an avalanche that
covered his head.

The reader may wonder if oteinoeck is

using this as a symbol of the church, as Jesus told Jr eter,
"Upon this rock, I shall build my church," tut tepb* s
faith was not based oa the tenets of the church; he took
only what satisfied his primitive inheritance.

From this

iaipregnable rock, this hard granita, these people must try
to glean a living, and how much like this rock these people
are.

The impacts and constant wearing of an unbearable

-42bleak and difficult existence have not. weakened the cour

ageous persistence of that existence.

Civilisation has

been an eroding force, but tray, like the hard rock around
them,, have worn little.

These people have not been assim

ilated into the society that surrounds them.

PAHT II
This story by Steinbeck is on® of the best stories
the student will meet in his anthology.

To the student

the flight of Pep# is thrilling, and the entire story holds

him spellbound until the last word.

The rigors of life

on this sterile farm with its rocky fields, the towering
hills of granite, and the roaring surf on the rocks below
the farm become vivid pictures in the minds of the students.
It is a well written 3tor/, holding the interest of the
fast learner and the slow learner alike.
But the student must be shown what is in this story.
It is not just & story of e boy T 3 flight.

The teacher must

point out to the students what the story contains and wr.at
the author1 s theme is.

That the people are not primitive

savages must be shown to young readers.

The Torres family

is living on the edges of civilisation, yes, but they have
a culture of nineteen centuries of Christianity,

i-rimitiv-

isro suggests a picture of tribes in darkest Africa or on

the islands of the South i acific, but these people are far
removed from this.

Their primitivis® is in a very minor

-43tone.
The
story,
end

.author h a i no sociological txo to .ariiid i n tils

fie doai not br#cocie incensed over their

wish for Garthods to aeae their lot. file

treatment

a-uthor

admires

their courage end strength; he sympathises with the. , and
hiii admiration ia cjII the groater DeCJjUwS llG oOOS tiKit the
so-called c i v i l i s e d man has l o s t t h i a inheritance from
nature.

He gives & ayiapa t h y t i c treatment 01

i c j. ©u

|

who face adversity with which t h e / cannot eo;.a with cuur*
age and

£• trength.

He

triers t o depict vda-t i a the reaction

of those people when they coae I n t o c o n f l i c t with t.h» l a \ a
o f v-hite society, and he doas t h i a very successfully.

Other thin a to by pointed out to tea., atud-at <:.ra
that these pao^-la are noirdnc.ll/ ChriS'iiii'liti oiiCt tii*6 <- j. •. i i.
wet by the su, eratitiona inherent froin their m.vr< L u aac^atry.
A fate.listic viev/point also inkeritod froei their vuy-.-&h forcbeara is part of their primitive . halcaoa-y.
vre,n aays i taa Torres.

S^e

things

a-ands P jae on his way beliav-

ina that nothin.,. can oe done to aavo hita.
action could be flight,

f-Thas>--

^ , e'a .-nly re

ha could not, because of hi* dis

trust, submit to the: code of the dominating society that
surrounded him.

It nust be shown that i'epft at the It.at

takes ?n honor: bis way out, not aubmittinp hia^alf to da ahot
lib? v trapr&d eniiaal, nor surrendering tc the very lav* he
distrusted.

The

synbols of tha author ara iiC;

illfully

done that thay could easily to overlooked by v.. i. I Ks X* v; i* der.
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pursuars, not identified, syo;bolias tha relentless

force of a

civili^ftd society which crushes cut the people

vt .o w i l l not &<?;$:. up a i t h i t s

advance,

another syr-sol

«ge-inst which the Torres

family stru^ylad i n vein i s the

hard 4,rf.r,ite rock,

aru .de the faro unproductive; i t

help ad kill the
he;.#:

dock

ffcthar '-nd husband; it inort&ily wounded

and it r»ade his escape impossible,

finally, the

stu

dent should be made t o see t h a t hepfc he.a become a aam, and
.">3 Haraa Torres says, "A boy - e t s t o ae a i:ian va-ien a iran i s
naeded."
John Steinboc- *s s k i l l i s ^raacer i n h i s short
pieces than i n h i s
Grarea of 'wrath.

Ion-.or novels, with the exception of The

The student Las no trouble seeina the

v r a t h of tha boy when he finds h i s pony dead i n the strear.,
i n "The Hed Pony."

In "The header of the i o o p l e , " the

student can f e e l p i t y f o r the o l d inan who once l e d a w&pon
t r a i n over

the hazardous v-ostarn t r a i l ; he can f a e l boradoia

o f the boy* a paa*ent~, and can understand how the boy i s the
o l d nan'a only a -illinj l i s t e n e r .
tain

n antholo :y ahould con

two or th."e^ elections by the aaiae author i f they are

good rather than include poor ones only i n order to pat a
v a r i e t y of i t o r i e s or a v a r i e t y of authors.

Url,ii TEE VI
^IA TEEN

by
i.

*

u

ii/'i-iji.

In this story a sixteen /ear old girl relates an in
cident, which to her, is a calamity in her life,

ohe is

not a aquare—"I kn^w what a girl should do and what she
shouldn't.

I get around.

I read, 1 listen to the radio.

And I heve two older sisters,
the score is,"

Jo you see, I know what

The girl heads for the s^atin^ rink and what

ever lies in store.

Jhe senses something important is going

to hapj.911 that night—"It was all so lovely...It was snow
ing a little outside—.quick, eager little Luxlike flakes
that melted :;S soon as they touched your hand.B
were also stars out that night.

But there

"I don't know where they

ceiae from..,wr maybe the stars were in ay eyes and I just
kept seeing the® everytime I looked up into the darkness."
The skating rink was crowded, and all the skaters were re
volving in one direction. "And then he came...He said,
'Ihind if I skate with youV *...That* s all there was to it."
She had often skated with other boys, "iiut this was dif
ferent...He was & smoothie!

He was •

oig snot up at

school and he went to all the big dances and he was the test
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dancer in town except Harold Wright, who didn't count be
cause he'd been to college in Kew £ork for two years!
you see!;

This wau different."

they talked about,

Don't

one can't reuember what

"fee ^ust stated and skated and

ughed

everytime we came to that rough spot and p»-et&y soon v»e
were laughing all the time at nothing at ail.
so lovely."

The tit.e soon came for her to

he set uj straight and said,

1

ao

It w«a ail
home.

"Then

«ve*d better start home.'

3ee, that's how I know fie wanted to take me home.
cause he had to but because he wanted to."

Not be

On the way

home they talked of many things—na very respectable j&aiiy
Post sort of conversation."

In front of her house ha

handed her her skates end said, "Goodnight, now, 1*11 call
you."

She couldn't sleep when she went to bed.

that he would call remained in her mind,
last Thursday.

Tonight is Tuesday."

Xhe idea

iiut, "That was

H^r heart still prays

that he will call, but her wind still laughs at the thought.
"Outside the night is so still, so still I think 1*11 go
crazy, and the white snow's ail dirtied and smoked into
grayness..."

oha knows what she Knew all the time that

"he'll never, never call—never."
The theme of this story is the longing for romance
of a sixteen year old girl, ohe meets a boy at the rink,
and she thinks & romance will come of the meeting because
this one boy is different,

because he is a "smoothie" and

a "big shot" up at school, t: e idea of a romance is

-47accentuated.

She wants a romance to coae uf this, arid she

thinks a general stateseent, "We'd better start hoias," is
the desire on his part to begin a steady romance with her,
A strength of the story lies in its apparent real
ism.

The reader gets a ^ood picture of » t,irl who thinks

she is fashionable according to her startdax'ds.

"I Know

its smart to wear twaedish skirts and sh&ggy sweaters with
the sleeves pulled up and pearls and,ankle socks ana sad
dle shoes that look as if they've seen the world.

"Aria I

know that your hair should be long, almost to your shoul
ders, and sleek as a wet seal, Uust a little fluffed on
the ends, and you should wear a campus hat or a dink or
else a peasant hankie if you* ve that aort of a face...Kav;,
.me I never wear ^ hankie.
Slavic."
Wineheli.

It mt-.kes iuy face seem wide end

a:^6 thlnKS she is cosmopolitan oecause she re^ds
"iou get to know what kew iurk boy is that way

about some pineapple princess on the -est Coast 5und what
i-arudise pretty is currently the prettiest, and why some
one, eventually, will play Scarlett u'H&ra.
that cosmopoli&an feeling."

It ^ives you

She is not so dumb; she knows

what to order in a soda fountain—"anyone who orders a
strawberry sundae in a drugstore instead of a leaon coits
would probably be dumb enough to wear cuiorea t.nkle socks
with high-heeled pumps or use fve;:ii;0 in i-aris with a
tweed suit.
An additional strength in this story is the s&iiiful
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we/ the author has handled the Ianguapa, addinp strength
to the romantic theme.

It is the formula, that spawns teas

of thousands of stories found in •.vo&ea1 j» iuag& lilies ana now
the popular dr-aaatic fare on TV.

The author builds up a

successful mood for the story, ami the descriptions add to
it.

Vividness of description is the result of expressed

comparisons and figuratire use of single words.

fhjad

I

know that your hair should be long, almost to /our shoul
ders, and slick as £ wet seal..."

"Ashes crunched like

crackerjack,n and "the shrill musical a&bber re-echoes
from a hundred human c&liopea," all these ahov the skill
of the author in describing hur feelings on that ni^ht#
The change in her mood after the realisation comes when
she knows he will not call is achieved by skillful use of
language:

"The telephone is sitting on the corner table

with its old black face turned to the wall so I can't see
its leer."

"I'm just sitting here and I'm not feeling any

thing; because all of s sudden !_ know."

The repetition of

single words throughout the story also add to the mood of
the story; "I'm really not so dumb; it's important that you
understand that." and the repetition of the adjective
lovely, as in the following:

"It was all so lovely I ran

cost of the way," and "it was all so lovely .when ha caiae."
The disillusionment that follows is worse than the
dreara because of aha indulgence she allows herself.
is a weakness in the story.

This

She Knew all the ti«ae that he

-49w&s not .^oing to call, but she kept on dreainin,,, that he
would.

The result of this "broken" romance is signified

by her wishing that he would cell.

Why shouldn't he?

It

is the Anerict ft dream that lo\-a comas at first sight, and
throughout

11 difficulties it will triumph over all in the

tradition *af stories found in slick magazines.

let, love

doas not always coae in this cornier, even if u sixteen year
old thinks that such is the Cc.se.

The author has pojed i*

problem hut has riven the reader no solution.

Que who has

read vh;s atory comes away from his reedin^ with a reeling
the-1 the story has no ending.
itill another weakness is the boy.

It is the stand

ard sexual pattern of discovering a faceless, nan.eiesa, and
mindless, but physically attractive and
hero, American style.

n^opnlorn

c&Kpus

He lacks identity in any form.

He

has no name; he dances well and is considered the dip catch
at school.

There are no z nlities that identify this boy;

he is onl, physically attractive to this ^irl.
soe'?

This woo different."

"Don't you

i»-t it is not different; it is

an attraction that the girl wished, if not with this partic
ular boy it would have been another one on that lovexy
night.

She thinks the romance will bear fruit because he

wanted to take her home.
The author takes her theme seriously, and she scatus:
"It wasnft meant to ba short story at ail, but rather, I
just wanted to .pet the experience down on p«per to relieve

the tense, hurt feelings inside of me.M
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AS

the author

was only sixteen when she wrote this story, she considered

the shattered romance—at the ticna—-a calamity.

The girl

and the author are taken in by the wish fulfillment dream
and the indulgence in the emotions of sadness that result
when the wish fulfillment dream is shattered.

She knows

the boy won't call, but she indulges in the idea that aoaehow he will call her, even by phone, and the shattered ro
mance will be mended forever,
1 i-.uT II
Girls in the junior and senior high schoul generally
like "Sixteen," partly because they are taKen in by the ap
parent realism.

The author mentions such feuiliar things

as ankle socks, saddle shoes, shaggy sweaters, ^uac-like
flakes, hankies for the hair, and tweed skirts; she uses
high school slang—"sraoothy," Maig shot," "square,"

MI

get

around,'' etc.; and she mentions such well known people as
Walter Winchell and Emily ; ost.
The girl readers also understand the disappointment
of the heroine and sympathize with her,

A great £&ny ado

lescent girls, homing for the "great romance" of the slickmagasine stories, have had experiences similar to that of
28. Inglis, Gehliiian, Bowman, and uchraaio., adventures
in American Literature. New £ork: Harcourt, arace, and
Company, 1952, p. 114.

the girl in the story and think, "Here is an author who
knows what she is talking about,"
What makes the story really harmful is that the
author herself, sixteen years old when she wrote the story,
takes the theme seriously.

The event, as she sees it, is

one of life's tragedies which will leave & permanent scar.
In no way does she help her readers to see that the event
is an incident in the process of ^rowin^ up, end that the
real world is not like that presented by the love stories
of the popular magazines and the television dramas.
There are many stories of superior literary value
about teen-aged people.

A story also named ".Sixteen,n •»/

JessaL.yn West, has a setting ana atmosphere «a faiaiiiur to
the student as that of the i>aly story but has considerably
more sucstance.

The heroine, called home from school be

cause her grandfather is dying, is reluctant to le^ve her
boy-friend and her pleasures,

Persuaded by her friends to

go, she attains a more realistic perspective of life cs she
sits by the bedside of her grandfather,

another excellent

story by the same author, dealing realistically with a love
affair of teen-a&ed people, is "Lead Her a..i.ke a ligiion."
Other fine stories, which can be substituted for the Daly
story, are Saroyan's "The Pheasant Hunter," Jteinbeckfs
"The Red tony," and Jesse atuart's "The iilip-Qver Sweater,"
all of which can be used within a course in literature.

C ' ill 'lliii

Vil

Th;:i C<J i UitoTki wi5' t uixkiti. Pa-T
by
ii'iii'l rhtiiiE
The town of l-oker flat waa undergoing a aoral change
this November of 1£>U.

Two men were hanging from a syca-

more in the gulch and temporary banishment was forced ua.oa
other objectionable characters.

A body of arid ^ea accom

panied the outcasts to the town*a border; John Uakhurst, a
gambler; Mother ihipton and the Duchess, prostitutes; and
Uncle billy, a drunkard and suspected sluice robber.

Told

never to return upon pain of de&-h, the four started on
their way to the settlement of Sandy iiar, which lay over a
steep mountain range of the Sierras,

uaishurst aiQu., re

mained silent S3 the escort party left them.

Mother ohipton

desired to cut someone's heart out; the Duchess threatened
to die on the trail; and Uncle Silly cursed as he rode for
ward.

The party was not drawn into any closer sympathy by

Gakhurst's changing his horse for the sorry aula that the
Duchess rode.
The party caiae to a wooded amphitheater, a good
spot to camp had camping been the wisest thing to do.

half

the journey to Sandy Bar had been completed, and the danger
-52-

->3of snow in the high altitude w*s imminent.

Furnished v»ith

drink, the party was unable to go any farther.

Uncle willy

Was in a stupor; the duchess become aauldin; and Mother
dhipton snored.

Only Oakhurst remained erect, calmly sur

veying the drunken group.
Here is where Marte gives the reader some details of
Oakhurst" s background.

Oakhurst was a p^ri&h, lonely be

cause of his profession.

"His habits of life, his very

vices, for the first time seriously oppressed him,"

He

must have been an honest gambler, since those who had won
from him were able to prevail upon the &ob not to hang him.
Here is where the idea of Oakhurst's conversion begins to
take place in the reader's mind.

"The thought of deserting

his weaker and ©ore pitiable companions never perhaps oc
curred to him.n

He felt gloomy, "yet he could nut help

feeling the want of that excitement which, singularly
enough, was most conducive to that calia equanimity for waich
he was notorious.

Suddenly he heard someone call his name."

Down the trail c^ree Tom ^imson, a guileless youth
otherwise known as "The Innocent.

Earlier ha hod lost his

money to Oakhurst in a poker game. In a sudden fit of pity,
Oakhurst had returned the money to the youth, together with
an admonition never to play poker again, and this act had
made Tom a devoted slave of Oakhurst.
suspicion, trusting everyone he met.

Siiuson was without
He was created as such

an innocent character to work upon the conversions oi' the

-54three outcasts.
Tom Simson was accompanied by tiney Woods; they were
on their way to i/oker Flat to be married,

tlnoy was a

"stout, comely damsel of fifteen," who used to wait tables
at the Temperance House.

"They had been engaged a long

time, but old Ja^e woods had objected, &nd so they had ran
away, and were going to ioker fi.at to oe married, and hare
•-hey were,"

She is also a pure and innocent character,

created to work upon the conversions.

The eloping pair

were also too tired to continue any farther, and a camp was
planned for the night.
But Oakhurst, "seldom troubled vdlth sentiment, still
leas with propriety,n objected, but i iney and the Innocent
refused to leave.

«lth provisions enough to last a week,

the Innocent led them to a ruined cabin.

During the night

snow fell, covering the ground with several inches.
Oakhurst nstarted to his feet with the intention of awaken
ing the sleepers, for there was no time to lose."
Billy was gone.

Uncle

Oakhurst had become suspicious of Uncle

.billy, and his fears were realised when he found that the
old drunkard had stolen the horses and ,„ules, leaving the
group stranded on foot.

The food that was cached in the

hut had escaped the thief.

Oakhurst did not waken the

sleepers, and as he waited for the dawn, the realisation
case to hiiii that the party w&s snowbound.
A careful inventory of the provisions disclosed the

55fact that with care end prudence the supplies might last
ten days more.

Oakhurst tried to search for the trail, but

he was unable to find it.

As he returned he heard the sound

of happy laughter echoing fro© the rocks.

His first reaci-

tion was that the party had found the cached whiskey.

This

is the stage in the story at which Harte attempts to con
vince the reader that & conversion is beginning to take
place.

The evening was happily s*.ent; the group sang hymns,

accompanied by r'iney playing her accordian and the Innocent
playing on a pair of bone castanets.
A week passed, and Kother iihipton hoarded her food,
saving it for tiney.
died.

Turning her face to the wall, she

The body of Mother Shipton was cooaaitted to the snow,

and the accordian and bones ware aside they day.

After

the burisl, Oakhurst took the Innocent aside and told tiira
to try to make it to loker riat on the snuwshoea t:-at
Oakhurst .-accompanied him a a far as the canyon.
Night caxae, but Oakhurst did not return.

The two

women fed the fire with wood that had been stored by
uekhurst.

In the morning they read their fate.

Unable to

pray, the two women esoraced each other and pre^&red to
meet their de;.-th,

Two days later the rescue party found them

frozen to death, locked in each other's arms.
At the foot of a pine tree, the body of Oakhurst was
found, a bullet lodged in his chest, a derringer by his side.
The duece of clubs was pinned to the tree with a bowie

knife, and written in ^encil was Oakhurst's suicide note.
He had run into e streak of bad luck and cashed in hia
chips..

"Still calm es in life, beneath the snow lay ha who

v.;. a fit once the strongest and yet the veakest of the out
casts of foker Flat."
The theme of this story, according to iirooas and
Warren,

M is

that decency, sensitivity, ana goodness su&y

appear in the most unpromising characters; that there is,
in human nature, a basic virtue.

Certainly it is a theme

which is worth serious consideration, if we can judge by
the poets and fiction writers who have adopted itHas
Harte developed it sufficiently?

The author does not ^ive

enough details about the background of t< e chfaracters to
let the reader know

t) em

as individuals.

The two prosti

tutes, Mother ohipton and the Duchess, were driven from the
town by the .moral element, a mob which escorted them from
the town of Poker Flat,

The age and-any physical descrip

tions of the wofiien are lacking, although once Harte refers
to the Duchess as a young girl.

John Oa^hurst was a gam

bler, meticulous in dress and dangerous with a gun.
Billy was a drunkard and sluice robber,

Uncle

without details

to acquaint him with the characters, the reader doubts that
the conversions could take place in such a short time.

2% Cleanth Brooks and Robert t^nn warren, Under
standing Fiction. New £ork: P. 3. drofts and Company, 1945,
p. 230.

would these woiuan be able to concert In less thua

£, v/eekV

To oe run out of & n.iniiv. camp in California in

1850, the/ must
society.

va been the very lowest olevants of

fitter at the v.^crid, it -does not se&a lively thi.t

the/ \#ould become so re^i-iied to their fate.

It Vuu.Id be

more provable thot one of the woiaen, if not both, would
hsve nu-d.e a futile try to -et away from the cabin.

Their

'backgrounds do not tend to make them aoce^t their fat«
with such resignation.
V<hr:t of G&khurst?

The c-.uthor h d s led up to

Uiikhurst's conversion by relating hio fo:\t5er &cts of char
ity.

He :.M.ve back the winnings to the Innocent; he swap

ped bis horse for the Duchess* sorry ..uie; and he g&ve
the SIIOY.-shoes to the Innocent telling nita to nyute his es
cape to i oker FI:t.

The helplessness of the «oiion preyed

upon him, and he decided to stay with them.

Tct ho «ca a

lonely man, with no attachments to uny friends, and H&rte
only hints that he would like to have hoa friend.*•

he

v:ould probably be more in character, if one o...n jUd&e by
his background, if he had deserted his eoes£.-aniono ond tried
to save himself.
The excessive innocence of roa Jim^on and rmey
Woods is another weakness,

bin;son entered a saloon to -.lay

poker vith no knowledge of 'the pome.

He did not recognise

v»h.;it kind of women Mother bhipton ond the D«ehess were, out
he must hfc've seen them in the saloon ond h^ord &en talk

sbout t'.em.

finey worked in the Temperance House as &

waitress, and she must have heard the &i*ik of the ^ood
women of the town about the immoral element,

vnly fifteen

at the time of her death, she &na 3imson had ueen en^a.,ed
for a long time,

was she engaged whan ahe Was twelve?

The author created these characters for thematic reasons,
and their innocence is a form of leavening thct v.orks apon the outcasts, but the/ are too excessively innocent to
be credible.
-.mother weakness of th<* story is the ,..oatic ian.^ua^e
used by Harte.

It is an attempt of the auLhor to strain

for effects that the story cannot attain oy its plot or
characters,

for axam.-le,

"The wind lulled as if it feared to w«ken
them. Feather/ drifts of snow, shaken from
the long pine boughs, flaw like vmita-ainaed
birds, and settled -~oout them as they slept.
The moon through the rift-ad Cxouas looked
down upon a at had oeen tl e camp, but all
human strain, all trace of earthly travail,
was hidden beneath the spotless mantle marcifully fluna; from above.!f
iiarte here is net using such lanaua^e le^iti^,-tely.

He

uses it here to pive « false heightening to tae pathos of
the scene, an-: the laapuc^a in which the description is
couched is "poeticised.This description is c=..-x>;p lately
irrelevant and .represents an attempt at fanciful decoration
and is another instance of the author saaKin., for offsets

ja.

1oid.
|
h.. 'd, 1 .

which, he seems to ,;eel, yre not, adequately auj^orted ay
the situation itself.
Another Kea^ne^s in this story ia editorifciiain^ on
the part of the author—^..int-irr, out to the reader

he

should feel, nudging the reader to respond—devices which
would not u6 necessary if the story could m'&e its own
C;;>S0,32

por example, i.^rte cocsments on tlie finding of t.he

two bodies by the rescue _arty:
i

"icu could scarcely have

told from the equal feace ahat d.selt upon tnem w,.lch was
she that sinned."

also, nbanesth the snow lay he who 'was

at once the strongest Had yet the weakest ox the outcasts
of Poker Flat."

To have anything pointed out to a reader,

to call his fctujiilion to what he should feel is a weaa.neso.
PART II
iirvt '.irte's stories o f t h e « e s t i,r& o f tba ty^e
that are x.he coumon IV f^re o f today.

In the lust reel, o h e

hero reforms ami wins the girl after promising to travel the
straight and narrow path forever.

Harte i-ortrays the &o3t

as an onlooker would, not as «n intelligent sympathiser.
Most of harte's stories are too theatrical, too eentiaeatal
to be percianont.

..s a development in the trend to local

color is t' e only reason a student should read Harte, and
^ 1.

1oxd«, p . 2.J. .

this should be a choice of the student, not soaetnin^ he
is forced to read in an anthology.
The background of shesa people in "The wui c<*sts of
Poker

t

lat" is not oofoplwtely

:
c ,iven.

decidedly the wick

edest people in Poker Flat (&s judged by the committee
which escorts them to the edge of tov.n, , &hey ;;ive the
reader no clue to the reformation that ij cooiing.
ouch a conversion could come in a

fhat

or more is not

doubted by the student, who is s&tif-tad ay the sawe uiet
night after night on his TV

3et.

The ..tuuent doas not con

sider the fact that our prisons -.^re filled with persons va o
have not reformed nor will not.

Tha exclusive innocence

of Piney *-oods and Tom Simson is credible to the student;
that such naive persons could scarcely have existed in such
times so close to the boisterous gold rush d&ys of U&iifornia never occurs to hira.
This story has an importance to tha stuaent that
should not be underestimated.

If the stuuent is to develop

& standard of evaluating stories, thin this story co^ia
remain in the anthologies as an example of one poorly done.
few bad stories upon which the student can practice -is
sense of criticism should remain,

oiowly, and aiayue pain

fully, the student will read with deeper uppreciation the
best stories of tha wast.

Tha anthologies could well re

place stories of this ty^e wit., thoae of the ^ast that
have "meat" in them,

western short stories which could be

substituted

are

Jack London's "All Gala

Stephen Crane's "The
Slus Hotel."
dehrasai's

ide Uoiiies to

Canyon,"

und

aky H and

"The

Another »tory of thii region is uilbur

ttWindw vgon
l

ith,-: which is c .good oeginnitt^ for

the studentfs introduction to the -.vest,

uth-ar -,;:-.<od su0ivias

of the fast ere by Dorothy Johnson w'..o depicts the rolution
between the Indians and t:ie whites ;ory obiy in

uooit

Colled Indian Country.
?he toechar will find thut o,:as wf the uast litera
ture of the west is in several recent novels,

ouch novels

as The tv^y .vest by a. B. Uuthrie, dr., The Ux-ffov* Incident
by Walter Van Tilburg Clortc, and Hone / in the Horn oy H. i».
Davis will give the student a picture of the .veot os the
'west really was.
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This study has developed one Kind of critical ap
proach toward analyzing, short stories; it is a method
which determines what the author has attempted tc do,
why he has done so, and how successfully he has worked out
his th©me.•
In moat modern stories, the completeness results
from the episodes in a story uein£ combined to make yeiiev
able a *change" in one of the characters.

All action

hinges upon this change, either a weakenin0 or a strength
ening in his person to any resistance he is forced to face
In "Flight* iepe is changed from a lazy boy to a crane
man who faces death unflinchingly.

The changes can be in

the character's moral traits or in his attitude toward
hithself or others.

Gakhurst, in Berts's story, ha a change

from a lonely pariah in the first episodes of the story to
a wan who is concerned with the -*;eif«re of his fellow out
casts.

3ome short stories ao not -resant a change in the

character, but bring about a change in th^ attitude of
the reader.

The reader is confronted with the inconsist

encies of the character, out the author induces the reader
to conjecture about the motives unaerlying his oehavior.

For example, such is the case in Hawthorne's *tory, "Dr.
Heidegger'a Experiment;" the reader wonaers> ii the exj.eri
ment took place or if it were only a delusion on the ...art
of the old people.

In "The i-urloined Letter" toe wants

the reader to be amaaed at the chess-liite intellect of
Dupin when the reader finishes the stcry,
V«hen the teacher realizes that the author is entire
free to create whatever characters*-ia-relationship he wish
es to place them in whatever setting he wishes; when -the
teacher realises that the author is free to ruani^uiate the
characters in whatever succession o,f events or situations
he wishes; -hen the teacher realises that the author is
free to cresta his world as near to reality or «s far froa
reality as he chooses; when the teacher recognises that
an author is free to use language, figures, symbols, and
descriptive background as he wishes; when a teacher under
stands the attitudes of the author toward his created
characters; and v.'hen the teacher recognises that any
writer is free to create certain characters in certain
relationships in a particular setting o.na th-,et this is
called the "author's intention" or "theme," then the te ch
er is able to bring to the student an understanding of the
story.

The best way for the teacher to bring these to tb@

student is by using various stories and by comparing one
story with another.
Without some kind of method, a uusy teacher's

-o4handling of literature is an uneven affair, sometimes
sound and sometimes inept, defending on the time at his
disposal, his knowledge of the author, and his individual
tastes.

If the teacher has learned to analyze and evalu

ate short stories, using the procedure outlined and illus
trated in the preceding chapters, he is ready to teach
his pupils to read more intelligently snc, to help them
craete a taste for better uu-terial.

he oegina by guiding

their reading and thinking through skillful questions
which cause them to read and to consider the story more
carefully.

As they tain in ability to read, the questions

may be fewer, until the students are able to discuss the
story without such direct help from the teacher.
questions h a v e a three-fold use.

They should:

1,

Cause the student to looK carefully at the text.

2,

Lean him to use the inductive 'method to arrive

at a conclusion.
3,

JSncourage him to evaluate the story.

Following are examples of the kind of questions which
can be used in handling the story :F :.ight."
1.

what kind of lives did these people live? tohat

incidents show they were not in contact with atfdern life?
2.

What kind of boy was I-epeV

v
v
How did he change

after the accident?
3.

Head carefully what we are told about the

-a»Squarrel and the aiiife throwing.

Do you think

>epe might have f^red setter if he had suomitted to the law?
4.

Why did both he and his mother decide at

once that he raust run away to the hills even
though they knew it was certain death for
hiht?
5.

Under vh^t circumstances was i'epd shot?

Throughout the story there are saany refer

ences to rock.

Find thase.

»*b&t does rock

symbolize in tbis story?
6.

What is the author's attitude toward these

people?
7.

what is the theme of the story?

Other suggested Studies in Critical evaluation Si &Mk
Jcfaool Literature
There are several other studies asaling with litera
ture in the hif:,:h school that can oe carried on by graduate
students.

One study would be a critical evaluation of the

most commonly taught novels in the high school.
school classes study one novel each year.

Most high

Many of the new

anthologies do not contain a novel, and the teacher roust
choose a novel which she thinks is desir&fele*

*fter deter

mining by means of a questionnaire the iaost eomiaonly taught
novels in Montana hi^h schools, the investigator could make
a critical evaluation of several of thetu.

If he found the

-o6-

novels that are used to be inferior in literary quality,
he should propose substitutes by interpreting and evaluat
ing novels which he considers better.
another investigator might oake a survey of the
poetry found in high school anthologies, determining by &
questionnaire those poems liked best by the students.
The Investigator could then interpret and evaluate these
poems and devise a critical siethod for evaluating them
which could be used for »o*st poetry found in the hi0h
school anthologies.
< n investigator might determine the j. -laya mo.it com
monly found in our textbooks and apply a critical method
of evaluating them.

Me could also determine the ploys

most commonly produced for the public by »w>atim& high
schools,, with a view toward improving the quality of the
plays chosen.
This study and other studies suggested above comprise
s direct attack on what is being taught in th-2 literature
class®3 of the high schools and an attempt toward improving
the quality of literature, but very little effort has been
made toward devising any method of improving it.

The

selection of literature for anthologies has been done by
someone who uses his intuitive sense of what is good, or
relies partly on what past anthologies .have contained, or
chooses certain selections because they are considered
classics.

It must also be to*-:en a.nto consideration that

-67while the anthologies ere compiled by teachers, the pub
lishing is dons by compf-.nies in business to Bi&Jce moneyj
therefore, selections fere usde to sell the textbook,

dome

of the plays, short stories, and poeias included are there
because they will «ppeal to the student, not because they
have real literary worth.

Montana is «. st&te l:-rge in am

and small in population, thereby making an ide&l situation
for determining whet is oeing taught snd evaluating these
selections.
If te-.^hers becowe critical of the selections in
textbooks and sake their opinions known, the writers of
anthologies will probably treat these opinions with respect.
Therefore there is a ^reat need for such studies as those
suggested above.
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